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Suppose p is a prime, G is a finite p-group and A is a group of 
automorphisms of G which transitively permutes the elements of order p in G. 
If  p is odd, then [6] proved that G must be abelian. G. Higman [4] showed 
that if p = 2 and A is cyclic, then G must be one of the following: 
(1) an abelian group, 
(2) a generalized quaternion group, or 
(3) a Suzuki 2-group (this term is defined in [4]). 
D. Shaw [5] obtained the same conclusion as Higman under the assumption 
that p p= 2 and A is solvable. The purpose of the present paper is to obtain 
information about G when p = 2 without making any restriction on A. It is 
convenient to exclude the cyclic and generalized quaternion groups from 
consideration and our result is as follows: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite 2-group with more than one involution and A a 
group of automorphisms of G which transitively permutes the involutions of G. 
Let M = 9,(2(G)) and r = / M 1. Th en M contains all involutions of G, 
j G j is a power of Y, and one of the following is true: 
(a) G is homocyclic; 
(b) G has exponent 4 and nilpotence class 2, / G 1 = r2 or r3, and G’ = 
W(G) == Z(G) = M; 
(c) G has exponent 8 and nilpotence class 3, G’ is homocyclic of order r” 
and exponent 4, 
G’ = V(G) -.-= C,(G’) and O?(G) =. Z(G) = [G, G’] L- M. 
The Suzuki 2-groups satisfy the conditions in part (b) and both 1 G 1 y  r2 
and j G 1 == ~3 occur. There are two gaps to be closed before the problem of 
characterizing G is solved: 
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(1) Is there a group G, other than a Suzuki 2-group, which satisfies 
the hypothesis and part (b) of the conclusion of the theorem ? 
(2) Is there a group G which satisfies the hypothesis and part (c) of the 
conclusion of the theorem ? 
I conjecture that the answer to both of these questions is no. For the benefit 
of anyone looking at the second question, some additional information is 
available; namely, if G satisfies the hypothesis and part (c) of the conclusion 
and if r = 2”, then 216 < r4 < 1 G 1 < Pi-l and an A-invariant subgroup of 
class at most 2 in G is abelian and is one of G’, M, and 1. The proof of the 
previous sentence is rather involved and is omitted. 
A group G is called 2-automorphic if the automorphisms of G transitively 
permute the involutions of G. All other terminology and notation agrees with 
[I]. A fact we use repeatedly is that if G is a 2-group, then ZTl(G) is the 
Frattini subgroup of G (since G,KJl(G) has exponent 2). In particular, 
G’ < W(G). 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume that G is a finite 2-group with 
more than one involution and A is a group of automorphisms of G such that A 
transitively permutes the involutions of G. Let M = Qr(Z(G)) and let 
Y =: / M I. Clearly M is elementary abelian and contains all involutions of G. 
Also, if H is an A-invariant nonidentity subgroup of G, then H must contain 
M and H is 2-automorphic. We now prove a series of lemmas leading up to 
the main result. 
LEMMA 1. If  H is an A-invariant subgroup of G, then 1 H / is a power of Y. 
Proof. Let nk be the number of elements of order at most 2” in H, and let 
mk be the number of solutions in H to 9’ = y  where y  is a fixed nonidentity 
element of ICI. Since A transitively permutes the nonidentity elements of M, 
mL is independent of the choice of y. Now n, = 1 and n, = (r - 1) rnl;-i + 
n,(+, for k 3 1. Using induction on K, it follows from this that (Y - I) 
divides (nB - 1) for all K 3 0. But n, =-= I H 1 for k large enough. Since Y and 
/ H j both are powers of 2 and since Y > 2, (Y - 1) divides (1 H 1 - I) if, and 
only if, j H / is a power of Y. 
Lmrnm 2. Let H be an A-invariant abelian subgroup of order yT2 in G. Then 
H is homocyclic of exponent 2”, the only A-invariant subgroups of H are al;(H) 
for 0 < k ,( n, and the automorphisms induced by A transitively permute the 
nonidentity elements of CJ~(H)/ZFk+l(H) for 0 < k ,( n - 1. 
Proof. This is [4, Lemma I]. 
LEMMA 3. Let H be a nonidentity A-invariant abelian subgroup of G. 
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(a) Zf x t G - H, then either [H, x] < V(H) OY .I? $ W(Zi). 
(b) Zf W(H) # 1 and [H, G] < W(H), then G/M is 2-automorphic 
and Q,( G/M) = B,(H)/M. 
Proof. Part (a) is [4, Lemma 21. Now suppose that al(H) # 1 and 
[H, G] : . . B2(H). Then W(H) must contain M, and, by part (a), 9 $ M for 
all x E G - H. This implies that H contains all elements of order 4 in G. 
Then .Q,(Gj;lil) =: Qn,(H)/M. Since the automorphisms induced by A transi- 
tively permute the nonidentity elements of Qn,(H)(by Lemma 2), the proof of 
Lemma 3 is complete. 
The next lemma is useful in verifying the hypothesis of part (b) of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let H be an A-incariant abelian normal subgroup of G such that 
[H, W(G)] ~~ l.ZfU”(E-I) f  1, then [H, G] -( 02(FZ). 
Proof. [H, G] is an d-invariant proper subgroup of ZZ. Hence, by Lemma 
2, [H, G] ; W(H). Then [x, H] :.i W(K) and [x’, H] :.: [W(G), If] = 1 
for all x E G. If  W(H) # 1, then the method used in the proof of [4, Lemma 31 
can be used to show the following: (1) If  K is H/W(H) written additively, 
then there is a homomorphism T of G into the additive group of the endo- 
morphism ring of K; (2) Th e image of G under T has order at most 2; (3) 
The kernel of T is C,(H/W(H)). It follows from this that 
) G/C,(HjW(fZ))I :c: 2. 
Since C,,(H/G’(H)) is A-invariant, Lemma I implies that j G/C,(H/B’(E-I))! 
is a power of Y. Using the fact that r > 2, we easily conclude that 
C,(H/U2(H)) _ G and that [H, G] W(H). 
LEMMA 5. If  G is nonabelian and G has exponent 4, then G’ : W(G) =: 
Z(G) = IV and 1 G 1 is either r2 or r3. 
Proof. This is proved in both [2, Theorem 2.51 and [5, Lemma 71. 
LEMMA 6. If  H and K are subgroups of G such that [Zl, K] < AT, then 
[W(H), K] = 1. 
Proof. I f  x t H and y  E K, then, since [x, y] E M :.> Z(G), we find that 
[x’, yl = Lx, rl% yl = [x, y12 = 1. 
LEMMA 7. Zf W(G) is abelian and G’ < W(G), then G is abelian. 
Proof. Let H =I: W(G) and assume G’ # 1. Then W(H) = W(G) f  1 
and A%Z z< W(H) < ZZ. We consider the cases Z(G) = M and Z(G) > M 
separately. 
Case 1. Z(G) = M. 
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If G’ 5: M, then Lemma 6 yields [G, H] := 1 contrary to Z(G) = M < H. 
Thus M < G’. Since G’ < W(H), this implies that B’(H) f  I. Lemmas 4 
and 3(b) together now imply that G/M is 2-automorphic. By induction, we 
conclude that G/M is abelian. Since this contradicts M < G’, the proof in 
Case 1 is complete. 
Case 2. Z(G) > M. 
Then W(Z(G)) # 1 and L emma 3 applied to the subgroup Z(G) implies 
that G/M is 2-automorphic and SZ,(G/M) = Q,(Z(G))/M. By induction, 
G/M is abelian. Then G’ = M, and, by Lemma 6, [G, HJ == 1. Thus 
H >; Z(G). 
By Lemma 2, G/M is homocyclic (since G/M is an abelian 2-automorphic 
2-group). Then (G/M)/W(G/M) is isomorphic as an A-module to Q,(G/M) = 
Q,(Z(G))jM. Since M :< W(H) < H < Z(G), H must contain Q,(Z(G)). 
Lemma 2 implies that H is homocyclic and Q,(H)/M is isomorphic as an 
A-module to M. It follows that there is an isomorphism f  of M onto G/H 
such thatf(xO) = (f(x))” for all x E M and u E A. 
We now construct a nonassociative algebra L as follows: If  x, y  E M, let 
.y 0 1’ :z: u” where f(x) == Hx, , f(y) = Hy, , and [x1 , yr] = z. Since 
II :i Z(G) and G’ = AZ, x ay is a well-defined binary operation on M. Now 
let L be M written additively and let x o y  be the multiplication in L. Then L 
is a nonassociative algebra over GF(2) and the elements of A induce auto- 
morphisms of L which transitively permute the nonzero elements of L. 
[3, Theorem 21 implies that either L2 = 0 or the nonzero elements of L form 
a quasi-group under the multiplication of L. The second possibility cannot 
occur here since x 0 x = 0 for all x EL. Thus L2 = 0. Since f  maps M onto 
G/K, we find that [x, y] = 1 for all X, y  E G. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. If G is nonabelian of class 2, then G has exponent 4. 
Proof. Let H = W(G). First suppose H’ # 1. Then H has class 2. By 
induction, we conclude that H has exponent 4. Lemma 5 implies that H’ = 
Z(H) = M. But [G, H] < Z(G) n H < Z(H) = M. This and Lemma 6 
imply that [H, H] = 1, a contradiction. 
Thus H’ = 1. Since G’ # 1, it follows from Lemma 7 that G’ $ U’(H). 
Since G’ < W(G) == H and since, by Lemma 2, W(H) is the only maximal 
A-invariant subgroup of H, we deduce that G’ = H. Then H < Z(G). I f  
s, y  E G, then x2 E H and so 
1 = [a+‘,y] = [x,y]2. 
Thus G’ has exponent 2. Since G’ = H = W(G), this implies that H has 
exponent 4. 
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LEMMA 9. If  G is nonabeZiun, then Zr3(G) = 1 and W(G) is abelian. 
Proof. Let H :: V(G). First suppose that H is not abelian and let 
K =~= W(H). Th en, by induction, W(H) = 1 and K is abelian. This implies 
that W(K) : 1. Since [G, K] must be a proper subgroup of K and since 
W(K) has exponent dividing 2, Lemma 2 implies that [G, K] ~1 V(K) :< d/. 
It now follows from Lemma 6 that [N, K] :- 1. Hence, since N’ %I W(H) = 
K, H must have class 2. Lemmas 8 and 5 applied to H yield Z(H) ~-2 M. 
Now let Z(G/M) n (H/M) = L/M. Since M < H -CJ G, we must have 
M < L :‘: H. From [G, L] < M and from Lemma 6, we obtain [H, L] -- I 
which contradicts Z(H) = M. 
Thus H must be abelian. Assume now that CJ3(G) f  1. Then W(FI) # 1. 
It follows from Lemmas 4 and 3 that [G, H] < U2(H) and that G/M is 
2-automorphic. Using induction, we conclude that either G/M is abelian or 
U3(G/M) = 1. If  G/M is abelian, then G has class 2 which, since CJ3(G) # I, 
contradicts Lemma 8. Thus G/M is nonabelian and U3(G/M) = 1. 
It follows from the above that M = CJ3(G) :I= W(H). Then 
[G, G, G] < [H, G] < W(H) = M 
Thus we see that G/M is 2-automorphic of class 2. Lemma 8 implies that 
W(G/M) = 1. Since this implies that u3(G) = 1, the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 10. If G is nonubeliun, then Z(G) = M and G’ = W(G). 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5 and 8 unless G has exponent at least 
8 and class at least 3. Assume, therefore, that W(G) f  1 and [G, G, G] # 1. 
Let H = W(G). It f  o 11 ows from Lemmas 9 and 2 that H is homocyclic of 
exponent 4 and the only A-invariant subgroups of H are H, W(H), and 1. 
Now G’ ;’ Ii, Z(G) n H # I, and G’ 4 Z(G). Thus G’ must be H and 
Z(G) n H must be W(H). h’ow suppose that Z(G) > M. Then there is an 
x E Z(G) - M. W(H) has exponent 2 and so W(H) must equal M. Hence 
x # H. Since [H, X] = I, Lemma 3 implies that x2 $ W(H). But 
x2 E W(G) n Z(G) =:- H n Z(G) :L- W(H). This contradiction finishes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 1. One of the following is true: 
(a) G is homocyclic. 
(b) G has exponent 4 and class 2, G’ = W(G) = Z(G) L M, and 
1 G 1 is either r2 OY y3. 
(c) G has exponent 8 and class 3, G’ is homocyclic of exponent 4 and 
order 9, G’ = W(G) = C,(G’), and V(G) = Z(G) = [G, G’] = M. 
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Proof. Clearly the theorem mentioned in the introduction follows from 
this and from Lemma 1. If  G has class at most 2 or esponent at most 4, then 
Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 2, 5, and 8. Now assume that G has class 
at least 3 and exponent at least 8. Then Z(G) = M and W(G) = G’ from 
Lemma 10 and G has exponent 8 from Lemma 9. From Lemmas 9 and 2, 
W(G) is homocyclic of order Y’ and exponent 4. Lemma 2 also implies that 
Bi(P(G)) is the only proper nonidentity A-invariant subgroup of B’(G). 
Since W(G) has exponent 2, we conclude that 7-P(G) = [G, G’] = M. 
It only remains to show that C,(G’) = G’. Let N =: C,(G). Then 
Z(H) :,3- G’ > M. By applying Lemma 10 to 15, we find that H is abelian. 
Assume that H > G’. Then H has order > r2 and Zr3(H) << W(G) == 1. 
Lemma 2 now implies that H is homocyclic of exponent 8 and order r3. 
Then G’ and W(H) are both ;i2-invariant subgroups of order r2 in H. From 
Lemma 2, we obtain G’ = V(H). Applying Lemma 4, we find that [H, G] :;’ 
W(H). Lemma 3(a) then implies that x2 $ V(H) = G’ = W(G) for all 
x E G - H. Thus G == H which contradicts G’ f  1. 
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